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ABSTRACT: The bivalve mollusc Arctica islandica is an important commercial species with a presumed
panmictic dispersal strategy, and is widely distributed throughout much of the soft sediment benthos of
the North Atlantic continental shelf. Previous studies have shown that there can be gross morphological differences between populations, which has led to the suggestion that this may be reflected in genotype. So far, only one study has examined the population genetics of this species, revealing, depending
upon location, that populations are only genetically distinct at a macroscale (>1000 km), thereby
supporting the assumption of panmixia. Examination of the quantitative morphological traits between
5 different populations (4 North Sea and 1 Canadian) determined that all populations could be readily
identified from their unique morphologies (shapes/growth patterns) derived from 2 factors resulting from
a principal components analysis. Investigation, using random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD)
analysis, into the genetics of the populations, to indirectly assess whether the observed phenotypic
differences could be related to potential differences in genotype, revealed that all populations were
genetically distinct (between populations overall phiST = 0.662) from each other even at a microscale
(< 25 km) (phiST = 0.719). However, no correlation between genetic distance, morphological distance
and/or geographical distance, whatever metric was applied, could be obtained. It is concluded that
although phenotypic differences can be used to distinguish between populations of A. islandica, it should
not and cannot be used to infer genetic differences in the absence of further studies. What is interesting
is that the results from the genetic analysis dispute the presumption that the dispersal patterns of A.
islandica is in any shape or form panmictic. This has very important consequences for the management
of the species. The results are discussed with reference to the possible mechanisms responsible for
maintaining a high degree of genetic diversity between the populations that were studied.
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One of the basic prerequisites for the management
of any population, whether for commercial or conservation reasons, is knowledge about its reproductive
sources and sinks, i.e. is the population reproductively
self-sustaining or dependent on immigration for the
replacement of senescing individuals. Correspondingly, the level of genetic exchange, arising from immigration, between populations will influence their
long-term stability in the face of natural stochasticity
(Crisp 1976, Hansen 1978, Jablonnski 1986, Havenhand

1995). For sessile and/or benthic marine species, this is
considered to be determined by their mode of reproduction (aplanic, teleplanic, etc.) and the scale/pattern
at which their larvae and/or juveniles can disperse
(Crisp 1978, Jackson 1986, Scheltema 1989, see Levin
& Bridges 1995 for review). Because direct observation
and measurement of the dispersal potential of a marine
organism is, at present, practically impossible (Levin
1990, Palumbi 1995), we have to rely upon indirect
methods to asses the degree to which different populations are either divergent (self-sustaining) or comparable (exchange recruits).
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One method is to look at the range and number of
phenotypic differences between populations. If one
population has a sufficiently different phenotype to
another population then it may be that both populations are reproductively separated. However, although
phenotypic differentiation can be used to distinguish
between populations (see Hateley et al. 1992, Daniels
et al. 1998, Schwaninger 1999, Comes & Abbot 2000,
Papadopoulou et al. 2002 for examples), unless the
environmental and/or physical conditions are identical
for both populations it is equally possible that the
observed differences in phenotype are a product of
plasticity (i.e. local adaptation to the environment)
rather than reflecting anything else (see Swain & Foote
1999 for discussion). An alternative and more reliable
method is to examine the genetic structure of populations. The degree to which different populations are
genetically divergent will reflect the balance between
the potentially diversifying processes of genetic drift
and local selection, i.e. those resulting from inbreeding, against the homogenising effect of gene flow, i.e.
those resulting from immigration.
The bivalve mollusc Arctica islandica is widely distributed over the Boreo-Arctic continental shelves of
both Eastern North America and Europe (Nicol 1951,
Tebble 1966), occurring at depths from 4 to 482 m
(Nicol 1951), although it is more commonly found
between 10 and 280 m and is commercially fished
between 25 and 60 m (Merrill & Ropes 1969, Rowell &
Chaisson 1983, Kennish & Lutz 1995). It usually occupies a muddy/silty habitat and is able to withstand
extreme hypoxia (Theede et al. 1969, Oeschger 1990).
Sexes are separate (dioecious) and fertilization is
external with spawning generally occurring between
June and November, peaking in August, September
and October, depending on the geographical location
(Loosanoff 1953, Jones 1981, Thorarinsdottir 2000, see
also Mann 1982 and Rowell et al. 1990). The period
between spawning and settlement is of the order of
32 to 55 d (i.e. actae/teleplanic), depending upon the
water temperature (Lutz et al. 1982), with the settled
juveniles growing rapidly in their first few years to
gain sexual maturity at 10 to 13 yr (Thompson et al.
1980a, Rowell et al. 1990, Thorarinsdottir & Steingrimsson 2000). Growth thereafter is considerably
reduced and reaches the order of 0.1 to 1 mm yr–1 after
30 yr, with animals reaching ages in excess of 90 yr
(Thompson et al. 1980b, Forster 1981, Murawski et al.
1982, Kraus et al. 1992, Kennish et al. 1994).
Arctica islandica is an important commercial fisheries species, both directly for human consumption
(Ropes 1979, Murawski & Serchuk 1989, Rowell et al.
1990, Fritz 1991, Kraus et al. 1992, Kennish & Lutz
1995, Witbaard et al. 1999) and indirectly by supporting demersal fish populations (Arntz 1974, Brey et al.

1990, see also Alderstein & Welleman 2000). However,
despite its commercial importance and its relative vulnerability to exploitation (Kennish et al. 1994, Kennish
& Lutz 1995), there is at present only one study, that of
Dahlgren et al. (2000), which has attempted to examine its dispersal capacity. Because of the relative
length of its planktonic larval stage, in combination
with ocean currents, it has been generally assumed
that dispersal of the species can take place over considerable distances (Ropes 1979), i.e. it has panmictic
dispersal. Accordingly, Dahlgren et al. (2000), from an
analysis of mitochondrial cytochrome b haplotypes,
found that there was little genetic distinction among
Western Atlantic populations separated by considerable geographical distances (>1000 km). However,
such results could be due to a founder effect, in addition to which Dahlgren et al. (2000) did determine that
differences existed, in terms of haplotypes, between
Western and Eastern Atlantic populations and to some
extent at a macro scale (>1000 km) within Eastern
Atlantic populations. Correspondingly, Witbaard (1997)
has recorded that there can be significant phenotypic
variation between populations separated by relatively
short geographical distances (≥100 km), leading him to
suggest that such differences may reflect genotypic
differences between reproductively isolated populations. Given both the existing results recorded by
Dahlgren et al. (2000) for the Eastern Atlantic populations, the relatively low genetic resolution of their
methodology, i.e. it is a conservative method (see Hillis
et al. 1996 for details), and the results obtained by
other authors (Burton & Fieldman 1982, Palumbi &
Metz 1991, Gardner et al. 1996, Heipel et al. 1998), for
other actae/teleplanic marine species, it is entirely
possible that the phenotypic differences recorded by
Witbaard (1997) are due to genotypic differences
rather than plasticity. If so, then the implications of
such results are of extreme importance for the management of A. islandica populations.
The aims of this paper are: (1) To ascertain whether
there are phenotypic differences between geographically distinct populations of Arctica islandica and identify the principal discerning characteristics; and (2) to
determine, using a fine scale methodology (i.e. RAPD’s),
if such phenotypic differences can be reflected in
genotypic differences between populations, and hence
assess their realised dispersal.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Arctica islandica (≥ 30 individuals covering a broad
size range) from 4 geographically distinct populations
(Oyster Ground, Fladen Ground, Outer Gullmarsfjord,
Inner Gullmarsfjord) were collected using trawls and
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Table 1. Geographical locations of Arctica islandica populations. The number in parentheses indicates additional dead shells
used for the morphometric analysis
Collection site

Sweden, Outer Gullmarsfjord
Sweden, Inner Gullmarsfjord
Fladen Ground (Scotland)
Oyster Ground (Holland)
Canada (Nova Scotia)

Latitude °N

Longitude

Year of collection

Site code

No. of specimens
collected for genetic
analysis

58:15
58:26
58:43
54:20
43:39

11:24°E
11:36°E
00:19°E
05:18°E
65:05°W

2000
2000
1999
1998
1991

OGF
IGF
F
O
C

46
40 (6)
30
48
30

dredges during a series of cruises in the North Sea in
1998, 1999 and 2000. A fifth ‘out-group’ population
(30 individuals) from Nova Scotia, Canada was collected in 1991 (Table 1). Once collected, all specimens
were immediately frozen (–20°C) and stored at –20°C
for future processing.
Quantitative trait analysis. The following 10 morphological measurements were made on the shells of
all populations sampled, in addition to a further 6 dead
shells that had been collected for the Sweden, Inner
Gullmarsfjord population: shell height (H to H1),
longest point; shell length (L to L1), longest point; shell
width (W to W1), thickest section; abductor muscle scar
width (S to S1), measured from the exact centre of each
scar; shell thickness (ST to ST1), measured on the outside edge only, thickest point; width of the internal
mantel edge (MT to MT1), widest continuous section;
height asymmetry (HA to HA1), the longest measurement from the midline, defined by the centre of the
2 abductor muscle scars, to the outside lip of the valve;
length asymmetry (LA to LA1), defined by the widest
section of the valve, to the left, from the line defined by
the central cardinal tooth; hinge thickness (HT to HT1),
defined by the greatest distance between the umbo
and the inner edge of the hinge; cardinal teeth dis-

tance (TH to TH1), determined by the distance between the central cardinal tooth and the endpoint of
the first cardinal tooth, i.e. that to the left-hand side of
the cardinal tooth (see Fig. 1). All measurements, other
than those for the whole shell, were made on the left
valve of each animal. These measurements were standardised, by dividing all variables by the measurements of shell width, to remove size as a factor
(Krzanowski 1993).
Principal component analysis (PCA) was then performed on the derived morphological correlation
matrix and the relevant factors, which had a significant
contribution towards the overall variance of the model,
extracted. To determine if individuals were ‘correctly’
allocated to their population, as determined by the factors from the PCA analysis, a discriminant analysis was
performed on the PCA factor scores. In addition, a dendrogram, based on the average linkage between clusters determined from their Euclidean distances, was
derived using hierarchical cluster analysis of the distance (F ) matrix generated by the discriminant analysis. Comparison of the significance of the differences
between populations, as defined by the factors extracted from the PCA, was then analysed using multivariate general linear modelling followed by matrix

Fig. 1. Morphometric variables measured on the shells
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Table 2. Details of the 6 primers selected for use along with the number of the cycles for the second step of the amplification
procedure. %GC: % G and C content in primers
Primer label

Sequence (5’–3’)

%GC

Optimal number
of second step cycles

Total number of
bands produced

Number of
polymorphic bands

OPC04
UBC212
UBC167
UBC205
OPG07
OPF06

GGGAATTCGG
GCTGCGTGAC
CCAATTCACG
CGGTTTGGAA
GAACCTGCGG
GGGAATTCGG

60
70
50
50
70
60

35
29
35
35
35
28

26
26
24
20
24
23

16
16
16
14
17
18

comparisons and individual univariate tests for each
factor. Mantel tests (Mantel 1967) were then performed to correlate the matrix of morphological differences obtained from the between groups distance (F )
matrix, derived from the discriminant analysis, against
the geographical distance between the populations.
All analyses were made using SYSTAT (Version 10).
Total DNA extractions. In order to speed up processing time, all extractions were made using a commercially available kit (Quantum Prep AquaPure Genomic
DNA, Bio-Rad Laboratories) under a modified extraction protocol as follows: (1) approximately 25 mg of
frozen posterior adductor muscle was excised from each
specimen and placed into a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube, on
ice, containing 150 µl of lysis solution; (2) samples were
then homogenised using a micro pestle, 0.75 µl Proteinase K (20 mg ml–1) added, and the homogenate
incubated in a water bath for 12 h at 55°C; (3) 0.75 µl
RNase was then added and the homogenate incubated
for a further 45 min at 65°C; (4) following this the samples were cooled to room temperature and 100 µl protein precipitation solution added; (5) samples were
then vortexed for 20 s, centrifuged at 14 000 × g for
3 min, and the resulting supernatant poured off into
a fresh eppendorf tube containing 150 µl 100% isopropanol, and mixed by gently inverting 50 times;
(6) following this the samples were centrifuged again
at 14 000 × g for 1 min, the resulting supernatant
poured off and the remaining pellet washed in 150 µl
70% ethanol by inverting several times. (7) Step 6 was
repeated once more and then the supernatant was
poured off and the samples left to be air dried for 1 h;
(8) 50 µl of DNA hydration buffer was then added to
the air-dried pellets and the samples were left to rehydrate overnight at room temperature.
All samples, where appropriate, were stored on ice
until the proceeding step. Once hydrated each DNA
sample was split (2 × 25 µl in Eppendorf tubes) and
stored at –20°C for future use. The extraction procedure on average yielded ~10 µg of DNA. Comparison
of the extraction procedure with a standard phenol:
chloroform extraction yielded comparable results,

although the quality of the DNA extracted with a
phenol:chloroform extraction did tend to be better.
However, comparison between the PCR products (as
outlined below) produced from DNA extracted by
either method revealed no difference.
RAPD-PCR protocol. Initially, a random selection of
20 individual DNA samples in sequential dilutions (1:1,
1:10, 1:100, 1:1000, 1:10, 000) was run against a series
of 25 × 10 bp primers (Thermo Hybaid). From these initial runs, a DNA dilution of 1:100 was found to produce
the best results, both within and between populations,
and a subset of 6 primers were selected for further use
(Table 2). All amplifications were made in a 25 µl volume reaction mix, in a 100 µl reaction tube, made up
as follows: 1.5 µl (1.5 U) Redtaq DNA polymerase
(Sigma); 2.5 µl Redtaq PCR reaction buffer; 1.0 µl
DNTP (5 mM); 0.5 µl primer (1 mM); 0.25 µl TWEEN-20
(Pharmacia LKB biotechnology AB); 0.5 µl 1:100 DNA
dilution (made with 18 Megohm water (Sigma) and
18.75 µl 18 Megohm water. It is worth noting that other
studies (Patwary et al. 1994, Palumbi 1996) have
revealed that the addition of Tween or other similar
agents can significantly improve the quantity and
quality of products produced. Correspondingly, early
trials in optimising our PCR reaction determined that
addition of such agents did improve both the quality
and quantity of the products produced. The reaction
sequence, adopted after initial trials, is outlined in
Table 3.
Because of problems with non-specific background
products (see Palumbi 1996 for discussion) the number
of cycles for the second step of the cycling sequence
was individually optimised for each primer (see
Table 3. Reaction sequence after initial trials
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Temp (°C)
94 36 72 : 94 36 72 : 94 36 72 : 4
Duration (s) 180 180 180 : 30 60 120 : 30 60 600 : ∞
No. of cycles

4

:

28–35

:

1
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Table 2). Negative controls were run for each batch of
reactions and contained no template DNA. All reactions were done in a 96-well Biometria T-gradient
thermo-cycler (Biometria) and 2 identical Perkin Elmer
2400, 24-well thermo-cyclers (Perkin Elmer). The heating and cooling rate in the Biometria was reduced to
0.95°C s–1 to match that of the Perkin Elmer machines
such that replicate trials between all machines produced consistent results. Visualization of the PCR
products was by gel electrophoresis on 1.5%, 10 cm
path length, Agarose (SEAKEM LE Agarose, BioWitakker Molecular applications) gels. The gels were
immersed in 1 × Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer at 10 V
cm–1 for 90 min. Three lanes of 100 bp molecular
ladder (Superladder-mid1, Gensura), which provided
intervals every 100 bp from 100 to 3000 bp, were
included on every gel to allow for fragment comparison. The gels were stained for 30 min in ethidium bromide (0.001 µg ml–1), destained in 1 × TBE for 10 min
and imaged using a UV imager. The number of bands
greater than 100 bp but less than 2000 bp produced for
each sample for each primer was then scored for as a
presence or absence using the molecular ladder as a
reference.
RAPD data analysis. An explicitly genetic analysis of
RAPD data, because of its dominant nature, requires
that it is either assumed that the populations are in
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, or that the investigator
has some knowledge of the pedigree of the populations (see Lynch & Milligan 1994, Allegrucci et al.
1995, Stewart & Excoffier 1996 and Grosberg et al.
1996 for discussion). An alternative approach, and the
one adopted here, that negates the necessity of such
assumptions is to perform analyses on the RAPD data
based solely on the patterns of phenotypic expression
(i.e. band absence or presence) (Hillis et al. 1996).
Accordingly, the data was analysed in 3 fashions.
Initially, a matrix of Euclidean (unsquared) distances
was calculated from the RAPD data (n = 194) using
SPSS (Version 9.2). The resulting dissimilarity matrix
was then subjected to a principal coordinate analysis
(PCO) using GenStat (Version 5.2) and the relevant
factors extracted. These factors were then analysed
using a discriminant cluster analysis to test the reliability with which individuals could be ascribed to their
population based on their molecular phenotype, and a
dendrogram created using a hierarchical cluster analysis based on the average linkage between clusters
determined from their Euclidean distances, on the distance (F ) matrix derived from the discriminant analysis. In the second approach, RAPD distance measures
were calculated from the molecular phenotype data for
all individuals using the DISTANCE option implemented in PAUP* (Version 4.10; Swofford 2002). It is
worth nothing that the PAUP* character distances are
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similar to those generated by the Euclidean metric of
Excoffier et al. (1992). A neighbour joining (NJ) analysis was then performed on the derived distance matrix,
using PAUP*, and the robustness of the resulting tree
tested by bootstrapping the data, by resampling each
indvidual, 1000 times.
In the last approach, examination of both the proportion of variance (in reality covariance, see Excoffier
2000 and Rousett 2000 for details) ascribed within and
between populations, and determination of the relevant grouping between populations, if any, that was
derived from the PCO analysis, was made using a
matrix of squared euclidean distances generated from
the molecular phenotype data in SPSS. This matrix was
then analysed using analysis of molecular variance
(AMOVA; Excoffier et al. 1992) using the ARLEQUIN
package (Version 2; Schneider et al. 2000). With RAPD
phenotypes treated as haplotypes, ARLEQUIN can
compute a haplotypic correlation measure (phiST; similar to F ST) but without considering within individual
variation and thus avoiding the dominance problem.
That is, the total molecular variance can be partioned
due to inter-individual differences within, between
and amongst defined populations (Excoffier et al.
1992). In addition, calculation of the pair-wise between-populations phiST was corrected for multiple
comparisons using the Bonferroni procedure (Sokal &
Rohlf 2000). One thousand random permutations of the
data matrix were carried out to assess the significance
of the variance components and of the pair-wise variance (phiST) values for each grouping. In addition, to
avoid the need to assume random mating inherent in
AMOVA, a genetic distance matrix based on the RAPD
data was calculated with unweighted pair-group mean
arithmetic average (UPGMA) cluster analysis, and a
matrix of the distances (sum of branch lengths) between populations drawn up from the NJ analysis.
Finally, a series of mantel tests were performed using
both the distance (F ) matrix values derived from the
discriminant analysis, the phiST and Slatkin’s (1985)
linearised F ST values arising from the AMOVA, the
matrix of distance from the NJ analysis and the
UPGMA cluster analysis data to examine the correlation, if any, between genetic phenotype, geographical
and morphological distance. Unless otherwise stated,
all analyses were perfomed using SYSTAT.

RESULTS
Principal component and discriminant analysis
Principal component analysis of the standardised
morphological data revealed that there were 3 main
factors accounting for ~78% of the total variance
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Table 4. Arctica islandica. Factor loadings, eigenvalues and
percentages of variance explained for the first 3 factors extracted from the morphological data for the 5 populations
Character (code)
1st
Shell length (L)
0.944
Shell height (H)
0.921
Muscle scar width (S)
0.932
Shell thickness (ST)
–0.431
Length asymmetry (LA)
0.882
Hinge thickness (HT)
0.198
Cardinal teeth distance (TH) 0.666
Height asymmetry (HA)
0.329
Mantle thickness (MT)
0.703
Eigenvalues
4.657
% of total variance
51.74
Cumulative%
51.74

Factor
2nd

3rd

0.030
–0.098
0.008
–0.707
0.076
–0.787
–0.457
0.179
0.120
1.392
15.472
66.94

–0.087
–0.155
–0.166
0.289
0.081
0.080
–0.127
0.865
0.309
1.015
11.283
78.22

Shape 2 (Factor 2)

(Table 4). A complete data set for all populations and
all variables is available at www.sebby.co.uk/data.htm.
Observation of the loadings for each factor (Table 4)
revealed for the first factor that shell length, shell
height, abductor muscle scar width, length asymmetry,
mantle thickness, and to a lesser extent cardinal teeth
distance, were all strongly positively correlated with
each other but negatively correlated with shell thickness. For the second factor, hinge thickness and shell
thickness were strongly negatively correlated with
each other. For the third factor height asymmetry,

mantle thickness and shell thickness were reasonably
correlated with each other. Because the strength of the
correlations for the third factor were considered to be
weak, and to aid interpretation, the third factor was
discarded in all further analyses and only the first 2
factors were considered. The first 2 factors are considered to be shape/growth variables describing the relationship of one set of shape/growth factors against
another. That is, for the first factor (Shape 1) the combined loadings are deemed to describe the positive
relationship of shell length, shell height, abductor
muscle scar width, length asymmetry, mantle thickness and cardinal teeth distance against each other,
but negatively against shell thickness, i.e. effectively
as the size of a shell increases in both the vertical and
horizontal plane its relative shell thickness decreases.
Correspondingly, for the second factor (Shape 2) the
loadings describe the negative relationship of hinge
thickness against shell thickness, i.e. as the thickness of the hinge increases in the vertical plane
(size/growth), the relative thickness of the shell
decreases. A vector plot of the loadings for the 2 factors
is given in Fig. 2.
Observation of a principal component plot for the
first 2 factors reveals that there appear to be differences between the populations according to their morphologies (Fig. 2). In particular, the Oyster Ground,
Outer Gullmarsfjord, Fladen Ground and Canadian
populations appear to be separated from each other,
although there is considerable overlap between

Shape 1 (Factor 1)

Fig. 2. Biplot of the principal component analysis and vector plot for the 2 extracted factors (shapes) derived from the 10 morphological variables for the 5 populations
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the Inners Gullmarsfjord population and the Fladen
Ground population. Discriminant analysis of the 2
shapes (factors) derived from the PCA determined that
all populations could be separated from each other on
the basis of the morphologies according to the 2 shape
factors. Calculation of the frequency, using a jackknifed classification matrix, with which the populations could be assigned to a population based on their
measurements, revealed that overall 70% of the individuals could be correctly assigned to their respective
populations. For the Canadian, Fladen ground, and
Oyster Ground populations the accuracy of classification was ≥ 77%, dropping to 72% for the Outer Gullmarsfjord population and to 43% for the Inner Gullmarsfjord population (see Fig. 3), i.e. the source of the
majority of misclassification, with ~31% of the samples
being assigned to the Fladen Ground and the remaining 26% between the other populations. Multivariate
analysis of the 2 factors determined that division
between the populations according to either factor
could be made independently. Corresponding univariate analysis, based on pair-wise comparisons, of each
factor revealed for the first factor that all populations
were significantly different from each other with the
exception of the Canadian and Fladen Ground populations. For the second factor, all populations were found
to be significantly different from each other.
Hierarchical cluster analysis of the distance (F )
matrix, derived from the discriminant analysis, revealed that the populations could be separated into
2 distinct nodes, with the Outer Gullmarsfjord and the
Oyster Ground populations forming one node and the
Canadian, Inner Gullmarsfjord and Fladen Ground
populations forming the second node (Fig. 3). A mantel
test performed on the distance (F ) matrix derived from
the discriminant analysis and the geographical distance of the populations to each other revealed no
statistically significant correlation, irrespective of any
transformations that were applied.
Examination of individual population morphology
by eye determined that we could allocate shells with
a reasonable degree of success to their respective
population, based solely on their gross shell shape. In
general each population exhibited the following gross
morphologies. (1) Fladen Ground population: the
shells tended to be truncated on both sides with the
muscle scars set close to the margin; (2) Canadian
population: the shells were very broad across their
width with little visible truncation; (3) Oyster Ground
population: a broad shell, less so than the Canadian
population, with truncation only on the left side;
(4) Inner Gullmarsfjord population: very circular shells
with no visible truncation; (5) Outer Gullmarsfjord
population: almost square shells with considerable
truncation.
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Fig. 3. Dendrogram derived from hierarchical cluster analyses
based on the distances generated from the discriminant
analysis. The numbers in parentheses are the jackknife estimates, from the discriminant analysis, for the accuracy with
which an individual can be assigned to a particular population based on its morphology as determined by the first 2
factors derived from the PCA analysis

RAPD analysis
In the 194 individuals of the 5 populations studied,
the 6 primers that were used amplified a total of
120 different fragments, 23 of which were monomorphic (Table 2). A complete data set of the banding
patterns for all populations and primers are available
at www.sebby.co.uk/data.htm. In general, all of the
primers used showed population specific fragments,
although both the frequency and exact differentiation
of such fragments varied between primers. Analysis of
the data using PCO resulted in the extraction of 3
factors which accounted for ~27, ~16 and ~12% of the
total variance, respectively, before the subsequent factors appeared to asymptote. A plot of the first 3 factors
revealed that all populations appeared to be distinct
from each other, with the Canadian, Oyster Ground
and Fladen Ground populations occupying a similar
region of space, i.e. these populations, although different from each other, appeared to share common features (banding patterns) (Fig. 4). Discriminant analysis
of the first 3 factors derived from the PCO analysis
determined that all populations could readily be separated from each other. Calculation of the frequency,
using a jack-knifed classification matrix, with which a
particular individual could be ascribed to its relevant
populations, revealed that all individuals could be
placed within their respective population with 100%
accuracy (Fig. 5). Hierarchical cluster analysis of the
distance (F ) matrix (Table 5) derived from the discriminant analysis determined, as would be expected from
the PCO plot, that the populations could be separated
into 3 distinct nodes, the Canadian and Fladen Ground
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(Fig. 6). Bootstrapping, based on resampling each indvidual, of the derived tree
revealed, although with slightly less accuracy than the discriminant analysis, that
the assignment of a particular individual
to a particular population could be made
with ≥ 83% accuracy (~100% accuracy
for the Outer Gullmarsfjord population,
~94% accuracy for the Canadian and
Inner Gullmarsfjord populations, 93% for
the Fladen Ground population and 83%
for the Oyster Ground population) (Fig. 6).
Observation of the branch lengths
showed, as for the hierarchical cluster
analysis, that the Outer Gullmarsfjord
population had the longest branch length
connecting it to the Inner Gullmarsfjord
population, with the Canadian, Fladen
and Oyster Ground populations forming
a corresponding sub-cluster.
Analysis of molecular variance based on
the precept, as determined from the PCO
analysis, that all populations were different from each other revealed that ~66% of
the total variance could be attributed to
Fig. 4. Plot of the 3 factors extracted from the principal coordinates
between population differences and the
analysis of the Arctica islandica phenotype RAPD data
remaining 34% to within population differences (Table 6). Any attempts at subpopulations forming one node linking to a second node
dividing the populations into groups, e.g. combining
for the Oyster Ground population (Fig. 5). Meanwhile,
the Fladen Ground and Canadian population into 1
the Outer Gullmarsfjord population formed the third
group, resulted in a decrease in the between populanode, linking it to the Inner Gullmarsfjord population
tions variance and a corresponding increase in the
and the previous nodes (Fig. 5).
Construction of a neighbour joining tree determined,
as for the discriminant analysis, that the individuals
from all populations could be separated into respective
populations on the basis of their banding patterns

Table 5. Arctica islandica. Matrix of the distances derived
from the discriminant analysis and the estimates of the pairwise between population variances (phiST) from the AMOVA
of the RAPD banding data. IGF: inner Gullmarsfjord, OGF:
outer Gullmarsfjord. The numbers above the diagonal are
derived from the distance (F ) matrix generated by the discriminant analysis and below the analysis from the AMOVA.
Significance levels, estimated, for the AMOVA are the probability that a random phiST value is greater than an observed
value. *p < 0.001
Canada
Canada
Fladen
IGF
OGF
Oyster

0.636*
0.606*
0.802*
0.553*

Fladen

IGF

OGF

Oyster

124.616 744.550 2900.144 586.693
813.688 1777.159 696.139
0.610*
3708.382 2109.025
0.758* 0.719*
3504.810
0.565* 0.560*
0.758*

Fig. 5. Dendrogram derived from a hierarchical cluster analysis based on the sum of differences between populations according to their RAPD phenotypes as derived from a discriminant analysis of the first 3 factors derived from a principal
coordinate analysis of the RAPD data. The percentages given
represent the jackknifed accuracy with which an individual
can be assigned to a particular population based on its genetic phenotype as determined by the first 3 factors from the
PCO analysis
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Fig. 6. Unrooted dendrogram calculated using neighbor joining from the RAPD phenotypes of Arctica islandica. The numbers
along the main tree branches indicate the branch length (from the center) and the numbers in parentheses represent the bootstrap values, calculated over 1000 replicates, for that particular branch

within populations variance. In effect, the majority of
the variance between samples arises from between
population differences rather than within. Calculation of the between population pair-wise variances
(phiST), after correction for multiple comparisons,
revealed that the genetic identity, as determined by
the RAPD banding patterns, of all populations was different (Table 5). In addition, both the among (Table 6)
and between population (Table 5) phiST values were
high, indicating a considerable degree of genetic
structuring.
Table 6. Arctica islandica. AMOVA table for the RAPD
data.*p < 0.001
Source

df

SS

Variance

Among populations 4 2197.425 14.110
Within populations 189 1363.044 7.212
Total

193 3560.469 21.322

% of
phiST
variance
66.18* 0.662*
33.82

Mantel tests performed to examine the correlation, if
any, between genetic, morphological and geographical
distances/differences between the populations using
all of the various indices failed to reveal any discernible relationships, irrespective of the indices and/
or matrix combinations.

DISCUSSION
Analysis of the quantitative traits (phenotypes)
between the populations revealed, in line with the
results of Witbaard (1997), that all populations could be
separated on the basis of their morphology. However,
no relationship between geographical distance and
morphological similarity (or dissimilarity) could be
obtained. Hence, although individuals can be accurately assigned to a population on the basis of their
morphological characteristics, i.e. the 2 derived shape
factors, there appears to be no underlying causal relationship between the populations for the possession of
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a particular phenotype, as determined by their degree
of geographical separation. It is apparent however,
that there are differences in the growth strategies
adopted by different populations. For the time being,
ignoring the results obtained from the genetic analysis
shows that there are 3 possible explanations for the
apparent lack of correlation between phenotype and
geographical separation.
The first is that the observed morphology for a particular population is plastic in nature. Such an explanation is particularly applicable if we consider the larval dispersal of Arctica islandica to be panmictic. That
is, the particular morphology adopted by a population
is a reflection of localised adaptation to habitat. For
example, Kraus et al. (1992) and Witbaard et al. (1999)
have recorded that different populations of A. islandica have different growth rates which have been
ascribed to differences in water temperature, food
availability, sex ratios and grain size (see Lutz et al.
1982, Witbaard & Duineveld 1990, Witbaard et al. 1997
1999). A second explanation is that A. islandica sampled from heavily fished populations will show a similar morphology, which has resulted from shell damage
(Rumohr & Krost 1991, Witbaard 1997). However, this
explanation cannot be invoked to explain all of the
potential differences between populations, especially
where fisheries are absent (see Witbaard 1997), i.e. for
the populations studied here, the Inner Gullmarsfjord,
Fladen Ground and to a lesser extent the Outer Gullmarsfjord populations. The third explanation is that
populations may be reproductively isolated from each
other, and hence, to some extent, phenotypic differences may reflect genotypic differences.
Analysis of the RAPD PCR genetic data revealed, as
for morphological data, that all populations were different. This is in contrast to the results recorded by
Dahlgren et al. (2000) for Western Atlantic Arctica
islandica populations. Dahlgren et al. (2000) found that
A. islandica populations either side of the Atlantic
were genetically distinct from each other but relatively
homogenous within their own boundaries, although
it should be noted that they did find some differences
between genetic haplotypes within Eastern Atlantic
populations, but only at a very large scale (>1000 km).
The difference between the results recorded here (i.e.
over comparatively short distances) and those recorded by Dahlgren et al. (2000) can, in part, be
ascribed to the relatively low resolution of the methodology used and acknowledged by Dahlgren et al.
(2000) (see Hillis et al. 1996 for discussion).
Examination of genetic relatedness between populations, as determined by genetic phenotype, revealed
for both forms of analysis (hierarchial cluster and
neighbour joining) that the Fladen Ground, Canadian,
Oyster Ground and Inner Gullmarsfjord populations

(phiST’s of the order 0.55 to 0.64, pair-wise comparisons) appeared to share a common ancestry in contrast to the Outer Gullmarsfjord population (phiST’s >
0.72, pair-wise comparisons). However, it is equally
possible that all populations may derive from the same
ancestral stock, but that the Outer Gullmarsfjord population has undergone a recent founder (bottleneck)
effect. Any attempts to correlate genetic similarity (or
dissimilarity) with geographical distance and/or phenotypic similarity (or dissimilarity) failed to reveal any
relationship, whichever metric was applied. In effect,
although phenotypic differences can be used to distinguish between populations, and in this study such
differences are indicative of a genetic differences between such populations, these phenotypic differences
cannot and should not be relied upon to describe probable genetic differences.
Because Arctica islandica is an actae/teleplanic species and therefore should be panmictic in its dispersal
(Ropes 1979), it might appear unusual that all of
the sampled populations were so genetically distinct,
especially given the relative proximity of the 4 North
Sea populations. However, as has been mentioned,
given that other authors have recorded similar results
for other actae/teleplanic species (see Burton & Fieldman 1982, Palumbi & Metz 1991, Gardner et al. 1996,
Heipel et al. 1998), there are 2 mechanisms that can
be invoked to explain why the population genetics
of actae/teleplanic species don’t appear to follow the
panmictic paradigm. The first mechanism is that of
reproductive isolation arising from either geographical
physical and/or biological constraints, i.e. population
isolation in combination with random genetic drift can
very rapidly produce considerable genetic heterogeneity. If it is assumed that the longevity of A.
islandica larvae in the water column is around 60 d (i.e.
the maximal time period as recorded by Lutz et al.
1982), then there should be sufficient time for the larvae, in the absence of predation, to reach Eastern
Atlantic coasts from Western Atlantic coasts. However,
once predation and/or larval mortality in accordance to
the period of exposure is added into the equation, the
longer the time the larvae spend in the water column
the less likely they are to survive, and hence, it is
highly unlikely that any larvae from the Western
Atlantic coast ever reach the Eastern Atlantic and
vice/versa (see Pechenik 1987 1999, Morgan 1995,
Shanks 1995 for review). For example, Dahlgren et al.
(2000) have shown that Eastern and Western Atlantic
A. islandica populations are genetically distinct, as is
the Canadian population in this study, to all other populations. In general, geographical separation, particularly when there are gross climatic differences and distances between regions/sites, will act as the major
factor responsible for maintaining distinctive popula-
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tion genotypes (Hartl 1980). It is worth noting,
however, that if there is sufficient gene flow between
geographically distinct populations, genotypes can
‘hop-scotch’ (jump) between populations resulting in
genetic homogeneity. Hop-scotching is possible for
North Eastern Atlantic/North Sea A. islandica populations (Dahlgren et al. 2000) but not for Southern Eastern Atlantic/Southern North Sea A. islandica populations because of the depth of the mid Atlantic ocean.
In addition to geographical constraints, biological
and physical constraints such as variations in water
temperature (Lutz et al. 1982, Mann & Wolf 1983),
longevity of larval life (Loosanoff 1953, Lutz et al.
1982), the timing of spawning (seasonal isolation)
(Thorarinsdottir 2000) and the prior occupation of habitats by juvenile conspecifics (Fritz 1991) can all act to
cause/maintain reproductive isolation. In particular,
the role of gyres and currents in defining population
boundaries has become apparent in the last decade
(see Ruzzante et al. 1998 1999, Bucklin et al. 2000,
Stepien et al. 2000, Hill et al. 1996, Ruzzante et al.
1999). For example, Svendsen et al. (1991) and Turrell
(1992a,b) have both shown that a semi-permanent,
topographically steered cyclonic eddy dominates the
central parts of the Fladen Grounds. The presence of
such an eddy has led Witbaard (1996 1997) to propose
that the population structure of Arctica islandica found
within the Fladen grounds results from localised self
recruitment arising from the effects of the eddy (see
also Wilde et al. 1986, Bailey et al. 1995, Witbaard et
al. 1997).
A second mechanism, which can cause genotypic
differentiation in the absence of reproductive constraints, is that of the localised supply of external
recruits to a population, which are genotypically very
different to all other populations. For example, Van
Oppen et al. (1995) have shown, from RAPD data, that
populations of the benthic algae Phycodrys rubens are
genetically distinct between the North Sea and Baltic
Sea with both genotypes occurring individually and as
a hybrid form in the Skagerrak and Kattegat region
(see also Vainola & Hvilsom 1991, Rohner et al. 1996).
From personal observation (R. Witbaard), the phenotype of Arctica islandica within the Baltic Sea is very
different to that found elsewhere, in part due to the
reduced salinity of the basin, but may be also in part
resulting from a different genotype.
For the populations studied, we envisage that reproductive isolation through geographical (Canadian
population to all others and to some extent within
the North Sea populations) and physical isolation, by
virtue of the gyre in the Fladen Ground and to a limited extent biological constraints, are responsible for
maintaining the heterogeneity between the populations. In addition, given the proximity of the Outer and
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Inner Gullmarsfjord populations to each other (i.e. the
population sampled from Farljfjorden is ~20 km from
the fjord entrance), it is probable that the Inner Gullmarsfjord population is some manner extremely isolated from all other populations. For example, water
exchange between the fjord and sea is highly
restricted because of a sill of ~20 m depth at the
entrance to the fjord resulting in prolonged periods
(> 3 mo) of stratification and hypoxia (Leppakoski 1968,
Josefon & Widbom 1988, Diaz & Rosenberg 1995; see
also Rosenberg 1990, Nordberg et al. 2000). Because of
stratification and hypoxia, any immigrants to the fjord
are unlikely to recruit to the existing population, which
in turn must self-recruit once stratification has passed
and normoxia returned. A further consideration, which,
although it has been eluded too, is highly speculative,
is that both the Outer and Inner Gullmarsfjord populations may in some part be representative of a hybrid
(in terms of genotype) between North Sea and Baltic
Arctica islandica. Irrespective of the real causes for the
formation and subsequent definition of the different
genotypes for the populations of A. islandica, what is
apparent is that the dispersal potential of A. islandica,
despite the length of its larval life, is in no way panmictic. The mechanisms, some of which have been outlined above, for preventing global mixing (panmixia)
are in our opinion self-evident and in reality reflect
common sense. For example, wind dispersed seeds
have the potential to be deposited worldwide, however, we no longer expect to find the same plants in
different parts of the world given similar habitats.
Therefore, the continued acceptance of the concept of
panmixia, especially in fisheries, is of great concern
given that the dispersal potential of species may not be
as great as it seems. For A. islandica, great care must
be taken when devising both fishery quotas and conservation measures to ensure the survival of existing
stocks/populations. At the very least, a considerable
amount of work has to be done to correctly identify the
various sources and sinks that a particular population
may possess.
In summary, quantitative trait analysis of 5 different
Arctica islandica populations revealed that the populations could be distinguished on the basis of their morphologies. Correspondingly, RAPD PCR analysis of the
genotypes between populations, determined as for the
phenotypic data, that all of the studied populations
were genetically distinct to each other. However,
although phenotype may be indicative of genotypic
differences between populations, it cannot and should
not be used to infer a genotypic difference. In contrast
to what may be expected, the dispersal potential
and/or the level of genetic similarity between populations is much less than that has been previously presumed. The implications of such results of are of
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extreme importance to fisheries in determining how
populations should be managed. In addition, it may be
that the results of this study are applicable to a wider
range of actae/teleplanic species for which the concept
of panmixia is considered to be appropriate.
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